Few things are more rewarding than contributing to the success of our students. That is why so many of our alumni and friends choose to support student awards through their annual gifts, gifts in their Will or through special gifts made by Reunion Classes.

During the 2017/2018 academic year, your support helped make it possible for Trinity College to award $1.05 million through over 800 donor-funded scholarships, bursaries and prizes to our undergraduate Arts & Science students and our students in the Faculty of Divinity.

As you will read in this year's Student Awards Report, these awards support our best and brightest students in pursuing their passions inside and outside the classroom. Financial support often means students can reduce (or eliminate) the need for part-time work, which frees them to participate more fully in the extra-curricular activities that can so enrich their university experience. Of course, more time to study is also important!

Awards also enable all of our exceptionally qualified students to access a postsecondary education regardless of financial circumstances. From years of reading student letters of appreciation, two common themes emerge – that they feel that a burden has been lifted from their shoulders, and they are inspired to give back when they are able.

Your generosity pays so many dividends. Not only are you giving students the unparalleled gift of education, you are promoting one of Trinity’s best traditions – a lifelong connection to our wonderful College.

I sincerely thank all members of the Trinity community for establishing and supporting student awards at Trinity College, and for being instrumental in the success of our current and future students.

Mayo Moran
Provost & Vice-Chancellor
Trinity College Student Award Recipients

ADMISSION SCHOLARSHIPS

5T8 Scholarship
Gwyneth Dalzell

Chancellor R. C. Berkinshaw Scholarship (7)
Stephen Chankov, Phillip Christoffersen, Gavin Foster, Erin Jia, Kieran Kreidie-Akazaki, Norene Lach, Veniamin Veselovsky

Lila Best Scholarship (NA)

Burnside Scholarship in Science
Melanie Lopez

Bursar’s Scholarship
Marlena George

Alice H. Clarkson Scholarship
Beatrice Freedman

Provost F. H. Cosgrave Scholarship
Justin Liu

Dorothy & Peter Denis-Nathan Scholarship (2)
Lydia Angarso, Tahsia Aziz

Dickson Scholarship (NA)

Elliott Scholarship (3)
Nathan Best, Tajver Bhangu, Nicholas Bridi

Ross Alexander Jamieson Scholarship
Beatrice Freedman

Maria Janes Scholarship
Sterling Mancuso

Simeon Janes Scholarship
Sterling Mancuso

Helen Jarvis Scholarship
Kaitlin Kawarn

Prof. William Jones Scholarship (NA)

Kao Family Western Canada Admission Scholarship
Yimeng Wang

Peter Larkin Scholarship
Amanda Oprisan

John Herbert McConnell Scholarship
Amanda Oprisan

Leonard McLaughlin Scholarship (2)
Theodor Iordache, Benjamin McLean

Marion P. Olser Scholarship
Justin Liu

Claude George Pascoe Scholarship
Suehyun Cho

Ethan Strathdee, Christine Sutcliffe, Fardin Syed, Xueting Xiong

Pat Strathy Memorial Scholarship
Jordan Rajaratnam

Wark-Walters Scholarship (2)
Cindy Li, Armin Safavi-Naini

Wellington Scholarship
Melanie Lopez

IN-COURSE SCHOLARSHIPS

6T3 Scholarship (2)
Lyuwen Lu, Yota Ohashi

6T5 Scholarship (7)
Jack Chen, Vida Erfani, Heejin Kim, Jason Le, Wendi Qu, Rudolph Sulitzer, Benjamin Whitelaw

Bevan Organ Scholarship
Manuel Piazza

Edward Franklin Borbridge Award (NA)

Isaac Chapman Boyd and Sarah Edith Boyd Scholarship
Xin Yu Zheng

Bronskill Prize
Weston Miller

“I am most honoured to have been chosen as a recipient for the Drew Thompson Scholarship as an incoming, first-year student to Trinity College in the University of Toronto. Your generosity in funding this scholarship allows me to continue my pursuit in academic excellence while refining my leadership skills through an immersion in College life.” ~ Christine Sutcliffe
Receiving an award is like getting a card in the mail that says "You can do it"; it is the echo of a voice that believes in me. The financial support I received from the sum of my awards means I can quit working part-time and dedicate more time to school because my tuition for the upcoming semester is paid off, thanks to you! More importantly, it means that I have hope for myself and my future. It means someone recognized my efforts, someone saw me and believed that I could do great things. 

~ Anonymous Student
The John Harvey Whiteside Scholarship

In 2010, Trinity College alumnus Jack Whiteside ’63 established the John Harvey Whiteside Scholarship. Providing continuing funding for a Trinity student, the recipients have a strong academic record and community participation. To date, the Scholarship has assisted nine Trinity students achieve their academic goals.

The impact of the John Harvey Whiteside Scholarship is clear to this year’s recipient Zachary Demers, “Not only was it a huge financial aid, it was also a massive vote of confidence. It made me realize how fortunate I am for the friends I have made here who helped me every step of the way. Hearing the news was, without question, the proudest moment of my life,” he says. Zachary continues to play an active role in the College community. “I was a leader for Trinity’s 2017 orientation week. I also am the executive secretary for Trinity College Learning Intimacy Together, Trinity’s brand new club that provides sexual education and positivity,” Zachary says. The John Harvey Whiteside Scholarship will allow Zachary’s involvement in the College to continue while he pursues his degree in Criminology and Philosophy.

Thanks to alumni like Jack Whiteside, the next generation of leaders at Trinity College are assured the support they need to succeed.

Above L-R: Graydon Kelch (recipient since 2016), Jack Whiteside, Provost Mayo Moran and Zachary Demers.

George Gray Falle Scholarship (9)
Allison Bonnell, Ian Chan, Jonathan Dick, Ren Hsieh, Elena Matas, Jonah Shallit, Kelsey Wiseman, Jiayi Zhang, Xin Zheng

Fraser-Crawford Scholarship (47)
Sehee Ahn, Sylvia Almeida, Shaghayegh Atashi, Marim Barghash, Dorota Borovsky, Natalie Boychuk, Sydney Bradshaw, Xin Chen, Zi Cheng, Reut Cohen, Natasha Cunha, Sydney Currier, Amanda Cutinha, Jennifer Del Riccio, Tijana Despot, Kimberly Dias, Andrea Dimiskovska, Xiaomeng E, Katrina Fettes, Karnie Garabedian, Erin Gaudette, Samantha Georgescu, Vincenzina Gurgis, Sofia Jelovac, Xiaoyang Li, Doris Li, Connie Liu, Nicola Locantore, Selina Luong, Madalina Maxim, Julia Mogus, Emily Muscat, Yuliya Mykhaylychenko, Geethika Nair, Rebecca Ng, Heather Nichols, Andrea Ovcjak, Celina Pasiecznik, Lauren Pickel, Leanne Rokos, Aisha Ryan, Venessa Sectakof, Ayushi Thakur, Larissa Werbowsky, Cindy Wu, Angela Xu, Polina Zavyalova

Klaus Goldschlag In-Course Scholarship
Ren Hsieh

Helen Hardy Scholarship (3)
Jihyun Kwon, Si Tao, Kelsey Wiseman

Michael J. Hare Award (NA)

Hart-Moorhouse Scholarship (NA)

William & Nona Heaslip Scholarship (6)
Kelly Bileniks, Kate Reeve, Danielle Pal, Aisha Ryan, Joudy Sarraj, Jerry Zhu

L.C.A. Hodgins Scholarship in English Language and Literature
Jonah Shallit

John Holmes Scholarship
Darcy Taylor

George Ignatieff Scholarship
Sophie Barnett

Eric Jackman Scholarship in Psychology (3)
Zahra Abolghasem, Laksmini Balasubramaniam, Julia Won

Sophie Joyce Kinch Scholarship
Shahrdad Aliakbari

Elizabeth Kingstone Scholarship
Amelia Srajer

Mossie Waddington Kirkwood & William Alexander Kirkwood Scholarship (2)
Mranali Dengre, Yixuan Wang

Honourable Ray Lawson Scholarship
Elizabeth Roberts

Charles Stephen MacInnes Scholarship (3)
Alejandra Bellatin, Zoe Carty, Gulru Inan

Scotty Matthews-Firasat Khan Award
Amanda Cutinha
Meltzer Memorial Scholarship in International Relations (2)
Sophie Barnett, Grace Lee

Provost Painter Award in Drama (2)
Vivian Cheng, Ishita Pranjali

Pearl McCarthy Scholarship
Pearl Chan

Neil Reid McLeod Scholarship
Rachel O’Boyle

Leonard McLaughlin Scholarship (2)
Simon Broer, Andrew Irwin

The Margaret MacMillan Scholarships in Trinity One (10)
Anne Steacy Biomedical Health: Ishani Ranjan, Stephen Riegler; Ethics, Society & Law: Leah Duarte, Charlotte Gordon; International Relations: Mark Bowen, Olivia Smith; Anne Steacy Medicine & Global Health: Mishka Danchuk-Lauzon, Aceel Hawa; Policy, Philosophy & Economics: Thomas Ma, Christopher Sims

Jessie Clark McPherson Scholarship (15)
Emily Chu, Yakin Ebsim, Charlotte Gordon, Sarah Hodge, Julia Kim, Emily Larman, Xiutong Ma, Amanda Ng, Kate Reeve, Ann Rehnstrom, Katherine Roberts, Madeleine Sheahan, Olivia Smith, Alexandra Stavrouto, Sydney Wilson

John and Gladys Miller Scholarship (NA)

Sir Gilbert Parker Scholarship in English
Jonathan Dick

John Pettigrew Scholarship (4)
Andalah Ali, Suelan Chong Kit, Leanne Daly, Tiffany Leung

John Henry Pettit Scholarship in Greek and Hebrew
Timothy Cooke

Ellen Patteson Rigby Scholarship
Jane Tien

Marian S. Robertson Scholarship (23)
Omar Alikhan, Nicholas Buhite, Ursula Carmichael, Chelsea Colwill, Wilson Crittenden, Julianne De Gara, Tamara Frooman, Mati Gordon, Anastasia Katsoupa, Graydon Kelch, Hannah Lank, Rhea Nickerson, Eleanor O’Halloran, Anil Partridge, Justin Perry-Daiter, William Richardson, Anton Rizor, Zachary Rosen, Sanjana Shah, Magdalene Stavrouto, Micaela Tam, Aryaman Vaideswaran, Kenneth Wong

W.S. Rogers Scholarship in French
Alejandra Bellatin

James Scott Scholarship
Joshua De Sousa Casal

Sodexo Award (6)
Farha Aziz, Serena Ceco, Xinhe Gu, Anisha Sivathas, Raymond Yu, Frederick Zhang

Solar Panel First-Year Award (2)
Keerat Dhani, Yi Yi Guo

St. Augustine Foundation Scholarship
Zenab Farooq

St. George’s Society Award (NA)

Hugh Stephenson Memorial Scholarship (3)
Leah Duarte, Califan Janik-Jones, Francesca Mullan-Cooper

Elliott Grasett Strathy Scholarship
Jordan Rajaratnam

Drew Thompson Scholarship (35)

Waddington Scholarship
Jonathan Dick

Mary White Prize (NA)

John Harvey Whiteside Scholarship (2)
Zachary Demers, Graydon Kelch

Archibald Hope Young Scholarship
Yota Ohashi

BURSARIES

4T1 Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

4T6 Bursary (2)
Kendra Dempsey, Sean Kim

5T0 Bursary (3)
Anonymous (3)

5T4 Bursary (2)
Anonymous, Akuei Kuol

5T6 Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

5T7 Bursary (2)
Won Joon Cho, Jasmine Chopra

7T8 Bursary (2)
Jasmine Chopra, Shannon Staples-McQueen

8T0 Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Marilyn & Charles Baillie Award (4)
Anonymous (2), Jacqueline Lennon, James Madhier

Robert Bertram Beaumont Bursary
Jisoo Kim

J. P. Bickell Foundation (2)
James Madhier, Weston Miller

Bowden Family Bursary (3)
Anonymous, Kelsey Cunningham, Hyein Lee

Burrows-Matheson Fund
Anonymous Recipient

Mabel Cartwright Bursary (2)
Anonymous, Erik Sellstrom

Provost Cosgrave Exhibition (NA)

Margery Curlette Fund
Anonymous Recipient

Provost Delworth Graduation Bursary (17)
Anonymous (11), Farbod Abolhassani, Won Joon Cho,
Kendra Dempsey, Zenab Farooq, Sean Kim, Jenny Seo

Dorothy & Peter Denis-Nathan Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Ernst & Young Bursary (NA)

C.D. Howe Foundation Bursary (3)
Anonymous, Mayte Anchante, Kelsey Cunningham

Dr. & Mrs. Edward Jeffrey Bursary (NA)

JCM Bursary (10)
Anonymous (6), Won Joon Cho, Kendra Dempsey, Zenab Farooq, Sean Kim

Martin Simpson Memorial Bursary (4)
Anonymous (2), Lisa Alers-Hankey, Yousef Shakeri

Anonymous Recipient

Solar Panel Bursary
Jennifer Feheley

Sprules Life Sciences Bursary
Mary Manalili

Agnes Strachan Ffolkes & Mary E. Strachan Exhibition
Mbonella Phiri-Nkomo

Fiera Capital (Sceptre Investment Counsel) Award
Kelsey Cunningham

Founder's Bursary
Jisoo Kim

Fraser-Crawford Bursary (NA)

General Bursary Fund (6)
Anonymous (3), Jacqueline Lennon, James Madhier, Jenny Seo

Hamilton Memorial Prize
Anonymous Recipient

Sheila Elizabeth Lester Harbron '48 Bursary - NEW
Shannon Staples-McQueen

Marion Hare Memorial Award
Mayte Anchange

John Miller Hobson Memorial Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Gordon C. Leitch Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Margaret Lucas Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

McQuade-Cunningham Bursary
Mbonella Phiri-Nkomo

C. S. MacInnes Bursary Fund
Anonymous Recipient

Joan Morden & Connie McFarland Memorial Bursary (2)
Alexia Avola, Satbir Gill

Ottawa Club Bursary
Won Joon Cho

Alex Robertson Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

J.B. Robinson Bursary
Hyein Lee

Rolph Bell Bursary (NA)

J. Seed Library Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

TD Bank Awards
Anonymous Recipient

Irene Nourse Tomlinson Bursary
Jisoo Kim

Hortense Wasteneys Award (5)
Anonymous (4), Farbod Abolhassani

GRADUATION AWARDS

The Ambassador of Switzerland to Canada Book Prizes (3)
Venessa Sectalcof (French), Yi-Hsuan Chiang (German), Kelsey Cunningham (Italian)

Arthur Barker Prize in English
Jonathan Dick

G. S. Cartwright Prize in International Relations
Grace Lee

Chancellor's Medal in Arts (2)
Riam Kim-McLeod, Kelsey Wiseman

Trinity College Student Awards Report 2017/18
"My family has not had an easy road, arriving to Canada as refugees in 1999. Since my parents were never afforded the opportunity to obtain a post-secondary education, my undergrad experience is my way of making my parents proud. Moreover, I have learned to never take my education for granted, and I am very happy that there are donors who believe in making education more accessible for those who otherwise would have struggled to afford it."  ~ Anonymous Student
Trinity College Prize in Ethics, Society & Law
Kelsey Wiseman

Trinity College Prize in Immunology
Imran Ladak, Goodness Madu

Norah Whitney Scholarship (NA)

DIVINITY SCHOLARSHIPS & BURSARIES

ST7 Divinity Bursary (NA)
R. Bruce Baker Memorial Bursary
Jimmy Chan

J.H. & M.H. Barr Bursary (8)
Anonymous (6), Glenn Barenthin, William Gekas

Canon W.E. Baynes-Reed Exhibition
Anonymous Recipient

F.W. Beare Graduate Student Fund
Kyle Wagner

J.W. Billes Fund (22)

Canon Brewin Memorial Fund
Charles Andrews

Bishop Broughall Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Howard Buchner Bursary (4)
Anonymous (3), Giacomo Sanfilippo

William Clark Buchner Bursary (2)
Thomas Hubschmid, Jelena Vulic

Sadie B. Burgess Memorial Fund
Hernan Astudillo

A.E. Burgett Bursary (3)
Anonymous, Charles Andrews, Marva Smith

Bonnie Campbell Bursary (10)
Anonymous (4), Andrew Abdelmalek, Kyu-Hong Cho, Clayton Chrusch, Jungwon Hong, Rebecca Spellacy, Robert Walker

Cooper Exhibition
Jeffrey Metcalfe

Maude Hall Coombs Scholarship
Anonymous Recipient

Amy Frances Cooper Bursary (2)
Anonymous (2)

Daykin Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Dean Feilding Scholarship for Highest Standing (NA)

Fulton/Marsden Bursary (2)
Anonymous, Jimmy Chan

General Divinity Bursary Fund (16)
Anonymous (8), Basil Gavrilovic, Rorik Hrothgar, Samantha Pearson, Laura Piotrowicz, Erik Sellstrom, Maria Simakova, Kyle Wagner, Hongfang Wang

Dean Grasett Scholarship
Anonymous Recipient

Frederick LeMaitre Grasett Scholarship
Matthew Bowman

Canon Anthony Hart Exhibition
Jeffrey Metcalfe

Samuel Harris Scholarship
John Markides

Inningworth Arts Bursary (2)
Anonymous, Matt Koovisk

Edward & Anna Jeffrey Scholarship
Basil Gavrilovic

Jubilee Scholarship
Anonymous Recipient

Canon W.W. Judd Memorial Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

The Venerable John Ker Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Rev. & Mrs. A. Ketterson Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Archbishop Kingston Memorial Scholarship (NA)

Arthur Stewart Madill Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Palmer Exhibition
Anonymous Recipient

Rev. William A. Pippen Bursaries
Anonymous Recipient

Thomas W. Powell Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Pulker Award
Andrew Abdelmalek

R.C.A.F. Theological College Assistance
Anonymous Recipient

Jean Rutherford Reekie Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Clare Slater Bursary
Samantha Pearson

Rev. Victor C. Spencer Memorial Exhibition (NA)

St. Thomas-Larkin Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

James & Frances Stubley Bursary
Jarir Mahmine

Talbot Exhibition
Anonymous Recipient

H. Tweedie Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Ven. Robert F. Walker Memorial Bursary (NA)

Hortence Wasteneys Award (16)
Anonymous (11), Matthew Bowman, Asanda Cheung, Thomas Hubschmid, Jeffrey Metcalfe, Geoffrey Ready

Canon John de Pencier Wright Memorial Bursary
John Paul Markides

DIVINITY PRIZES

Alexander Burnside Chafee Prize
Michael Perry

Sidney Childs Prize in Dogmatics
Roberta Smandych

Canadian Bible Society Prize for Excellence in Scripture Reading
Jody Balint

College Prize in Hebrew
Kyu-Hong Cho
David Neelands Divinity Associates’ Prize for College Involvement
Benjamin Gillard

Doolittle Prize in Reading
Martha Ridell

Dean Fielding Scholarship
Thomas Hubschmid

Fourth Bishop of Toronto’s Prize for General Proficiency
Kyu-Hong Cho

John Gartshore Integrity Award
Robert Walker

Governor General’s Silver Medal
Joshua Paetkau

Hamilton Memorial Prize
Joshua Paetkau

Kent Testimonial Prize
Peter Wessel

Archbishop Kingston Memorial Scholarship
Hilary Keachie

Canon P.M. Lamb Prize in New Testament Greek
Senan Whelan

McDonald Prize for General Knowledge of the English Bible (2)
Kyu-Hong Cho, Roshni Jayawardena

Margaret L. Muckle Prize in Church History
Hilary Keachie

Margaret L. Muckle Prize in Christian Education
Georgina Stewart

Margaret L. Muckle Prize in Philosophy of Religion
Brian Armstrong

Canon G. B. Morley Memorial Prize in New Testament Greek
Andrew Abdelmalek

Romney M. Moseley Memorial Prize (NA)

J. Nicholson Prize in Liturgics
Michael Perry

Canon Charles Frederick Pashler Prize in Moral Theology
Michael Coren

Dorothy Shuter Prize in Liturgics
Roshni Jayawardena

Spencer Prize in Mission Study
Frances Wallace

Gordon Kent Stephen Memorial Prize
Patricia Brace

Rupert Fenwick Williams Prize in New Testament (3)
James Leatch, Suzanne Rumsey, John Terauds

DIVINITY FELLOWSHIPS

Howard Buchner Junior Fellowship
Jimmy Chan

Sidney Childs Junior Fellowship
Carol King

Archbishop H.H. Clark Junior Fellowship
Robert Walker

Hannah Cairns Junior Fellowship
Matthew Bowman

John Strachan Junior Fellowship
Giacomo Sanfilippo

Faculty of Divinity Graduates, May 2018
Recipient Listing

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the listing of student awards granted during the 2017/2018 academic year. Not all established awards are given out every year, based on the availability of qualified recipients who meet the terms of the award or other circumstances—these awards are marked NA for “not awarded”. For the purposes of the listing, students have the option to maintain their privacy by requesting anonymity. Such requests have been honoured through the listing of “Anonymous Recipient/Anonymous”.

General Award Information

**Admission Scholarships:** All eligible applicants to Trinity College are automatically considered for admission scholarships and recipients are notified of the scholarship in their offer of admission. Trinity College awards approximately 90 scholarships per year to incoming first year students. These range in value from $1,000 to $3,500 for one year.

**In-Course Scholarships:** All Trinity students are automatically considered for Trinity College in-course scholarships at the end of their first, second and third years. In order to qualify, a student must complete a minimum of 4.0 credits during the Fall-Winter academic year in question. Scholarship recipients are selected based on their Annual Grade Point Average (AGPA). There is also a wide range of in-course scholarships that require an application.

**Bursaries:** Trinity College bursaries are non-repayable awards designed to assist Trinity College students who have explored all other avenues of financial assistance and who still demonstrate financial need. All bursaries require an application.

**Graduation Awards:** All graduating Trinity students are automatically considered for Trinity College graduation awards. Awards recipients are selected based on their Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA). The cut-off CGPA for graduation awards changes each year depending on the number of students eligible for consideration.

For information on the application and selection process for undergraduate Student Awards please visit www.trinity.utoronto.ca or contact: **Nelson De Melo, Director of Student Services & Registrar**, at 416-946-7514 or demelo@trinity.utoronto.ca

For information on the application and selection process for Student Awards through the Faculty of Divinity, please visit www.trinity.utoronto.ca or contact: **Sydney Yeung, Administrative Assistant to the Dean of Divinity**, at 978-2133 or sydney.yeung@trinity.utoronto.ca

Student Appreciation and Contact

Trinity College students are very grateful to benefit from donor support and all student award recipients are encouraged to prepare a thank you letter to the donor(s) of their award. Most students welcome the opportunity to express their appreciation in person. Trinity College also hosts two annual awards events—the Student Awards Reception in the fall, and the Graduation Awards Ceremony in June—to which donors are invited to attend and connect with students.

If you would like to meet the recipient of the award you support, have questions about your award, or would like additional information about supporting Trinity College’s Student Awards Program, please contact: **Meredith Meads, Associate Director, Major Gifts & Gift Planning**, at 416-946-7371 or meredith.meads@utoronto.ca
Office of Development & Alumni Affairs
6 Hoskin Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5S 1H8
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